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Case Study

Combining Business Relief and
Trusts for Estate Planning
Richard and Jennifer invested in Business
Relief qualifying assets. After two years
they can decide whether to transfer to a
Trust without paying a 20% chargeable
lifetime transfer (CLT).
The Clients

Richard and Jennifer are in their sixties, and their
financial adviser has recommended that they start to
consider inheritance tax (IHT) planning to maximise
their children’s inheritance. Their adviser informs them
that their estate is worth £3 million, which would mean
a significant IHT liability of £940,000 after their nil-rate
bands have been deducted.
Initially they were looking at trust based planning,
but they were dissuaded by the 20% CLT for trusts
over £325,000. They were considering gifting £1 million
to a Trust, which would have meant an upfront charge
of £200,000.
Their priority is wealth preservation, and they ideally
want to avoid paying a 20% tax charge; especially as
there is a possibility that their beneficiaries would have
to pay further tax on their estate. Further tax would be
due if Richard and Jennifer are not able to survive the
seven years required for gifts to be free from IHT.
Their adviser suggested that if they were to invest their
capital in Business Relief (BR) qualifying activities for two
years, they could then review the situation and decide
whether they wish to transfer their qualifying assets
into a trust without being liable to the CLT charge. They
are aware that they can continue to hold the assets free
from IHT outside a Trust and retain ownership, access and
control during their lifetimes.

Key Features
No CLT

No need to pay 20% Chargeable
Lifetime Transfer (CLT) tax.

IHT Relief

Investments should qualify for 100%
relief from IHT after two years.

Control

Clients retain ownership of their capital
so they keep control.

Trusts, Business Relief and CLTs
Trusts may be subject to CLT with a 20% upfront charge.
However, if the investment is held in BR-qualifying
business activities for two years prior to being transferred
into a trust there is no CLT.

Our Solution
Stellar is a specialist in BR solutions and offers a range of
services that allow investors to invest their capital into
qualifying business assets. Richard and Jennifer chose to
invest in the Stellar Growth IHT Service, because Stellar
seeks wealth preservation and capital growth. The target
net capital growth is higher than other BR providers and
the Stellar Growth IHT Service offers greater diversification
of asset classes, offering security for their investment.
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Important Information
Stellar Asset Management Limited does not offer investment or tax advice or make recommendations regarding investments.
Capital is at risk. Investments in unquoted companies are less liquid and are higher risk. The rates of tax, tax benefits and tax
allowances described are based on current legislation and HMRC practice. They are not guaranteed, are subject to change and
depend on personal circumstances. This document is dated 10th September 2020 and is exempt from section 21 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 and is not required to be and has not been approved for the purposes of the section because it is only
being communicated to selected Investment Professionals (as defined under article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005). If this document is forwarded to any other person, you must ensure that you have taken
responsibility for the document under the financial promotions rules and identified yourself as the issuer. Stellar Asset Management
Limited of Kendal House, 1 Conduit Street, London W1S 2XA is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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